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1 Introduction
While there has been substantial work on referential communication tasks in psycholinguistics, computational and formal modelling (Dale and Reiter (1995), Krahmer and Van Deemter
(2012), Frank and Goodman (2012) inter alia), the element we discuss here is incremental processing. Motivated by work in incremental generation of referring expressions (Guhe, 2007;
Fernández, 2013) and incremental reference resolution in NLU (Kennington and Schlangen,
2014), we present a dialogue-motivated account which models the speaker and the hearer in
reference identification games.
A central desideratum of an incremental account of reference identification tasks can be
found in the evidence from Brennan and Schober (2001)’s experiments; namely that people
reason at an incredibly time-critical level from linguistic information. They demonstrated selfrepair can speed up semantic processing (or at least object reference) where an incorrect
object being partly vocalized and then repaired in the instructions (e.g. “the yell-, uh, purple
square”) yields quicker response times from the onset of the target (“purple”) than in the case of
the fluent instructions (“the purple square”), with little effect on accuracy. We wish to model this
faculty of repair processing, and also wish to model non-local repair processing of instructions
such as “From yellow down to brown – no – thats red.” (Levelt, 1989, via Ginzburg et al. (2014)),
here using a syntactically simpler but illustrative alternative “the yellow square, no, purple”.
We build on Hough and Purver (2014)’s integration of Knuth (2005)’s lattice-theoretic characterization of probabilistic inference to model interpretation of repaired instructions in a small
reference domain.

2 TTR and probabilistic record type lattices
We assume a type-theoretic view of semantic processing following Cooper (2005)’s Type Theory with Records (TTR). In TTR, the principal logical form of interest is the record type (‘RT’
from here), consisting of sequences of fields of the form [ l ∶ T ] containing a label l and a type
1
T . RTs can be witnessed (i.e. judged as inhabited) by records of that type, where a record is a
set of label-value pairs [ l = v ]. The central type judgement in TTR that a record s is of (record)
type R, i.e. s ∶ R, can be made from the component type judgements of individual fields; e.g.
the one-field record [ l = v ] is of type [ l ∶ T ] just in case v is of type T . Cooper et al. (2014)’s
recent extension of TTR includes probabilistic type judgements of the form p(s ∶ R) = v where
v ∈ [0,1], i.e. the real valued judgement that a record s is of RT R.
In the case of the simple reference resolution game here, in interpretation, the challenge is
to predict the reference situation judgement s ∶ R such that argmaxR p(s ∶ R) incrementally
as instructions are heard word-by-word; this is a simplistic simulation of incremental linguistic
processing. In generation, we model the task at the strategic level of selecting the most relevant
1

See Cooper (2012) for a detailed formal description.
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Figure 1: Record type lattice L with uniform atomic probabilities

goal concept (also a RT) to communicate the referent, a goal that may change incrementally
during word-by-word surface realization (see (Hough, 2011)).
A domain of objects modelled as RTs can be decomposed into their constituent supertypes
and compacted into a type lattice L ordered by the subtype relation ⊑ as in Figure 1. The
atoms, the elements that cover ⊥, are the exclusive referents, and we assume they all have a
uniform probability before any instruction has been heard. The probabilities of the non-atomic
type judgements can be calculated purely in terms of the meets (maximal common subtypes)
and joins (minimal common supertypes) in L, as described by (Knuth, 2005) and (Hough and
Purver, 2014). Every probability calculation has the total probability mass of the lattice p(L) as
its denominator, and all unconditional atomic probabilities will sum to 1.
As RTs become available from an incremental TTR parser (Purver et al., 2011), beginning
from a situation of a uniform distribution of possible referents in the domain with the only available type judgement being s ∶ ⊤, the lattice is descended until s is judged to be of one of the
atom RTs, assuming for illustration with a conditional probability of 1.
Type-theoretic evidence becomes available incrementally through speech, e.g. after “the
yellow” the judgement s ∶ Y can be made (i.e. “the referent is yellow”), and the atoms’ probability
distribution changes conditioned on this. The conditional probability judgements throughout the
lattice are calculated as:
⎧
1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
p(s ∶ Ry ∣ s ∶ Rx ) = ⎨
0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩p

if Rx ⊑ Ry
if Rx ∧ Ry = ⊥
otherwise, where 0 ≤ p ≤ 1

(1)

The final case can be calculated in terms of the probability of the meet of the two types in the
lattice, with the equation following (Cooper et al., 2014):
p(s ∶ Ry ∣ s ∶ Rx ) =

p(s ∶ Rx ∧ s ∶ Ry )
p(s ∶ Rx )

(2)

For repair instances, where commitment to one judgement is revoked, it may be appropriate
to condition on negative types. Given a type lattice will be distributive but not guaranteed to
be complemented, we must derive p(s ∶ Ry ∣ s ∶ ¬Rx ) by obtaining p(s ∶ Ry ) in G modulo the
probability mass of Rx and that of its subtypes:

0
p(s ∶ Ry ∣ s ∶ ¬Rx ) = { p(s∶Ry )−p(s∶Rx∧Ry )
p(s∶⊤)−p(s∶Rx)

if Ry ⊑ Rx
otherwise

(3)

3 Worked examples of repaired instructions
We assume a referent set of a purple square, yellow square and yellow circle {PSq, YSq, YC }
as shown in Figure 1. For our two test case utterances containing self-repairs, “the yellow,
uh, purple square” and “the purple square, no, yellow”, we show the probability distribution
over the referent set at each word in Figure 2. The second row in each table also shows the
incremental type judgements by which these values are calculated conditionally from equations
(1)-(3). The type judgements are available from the maximal semantics from a word-by-word
incremental TTR parser and also by the negation of the reparandum type judgement after selfrepair detection (details omitted here, but see (Hough and Purver, 2014)).
The first example straight-forwardly simulates Brennan and Schober (2001)’s result of the
hearer’s use of the negation of the reparandum type judgement, i.e. s ∶ ¬Y that the referent is
no longer a yellow object, upon repair detection. While s ∶ P would be sufficient conditioning
evidence for s ∶ PSq to become the most likely referent situation immediately, s ∶ ¬Y needs to
become available as extra conditioning information. We argue the faster resolution by human
subjects upon the onset of “purple” could be due to s ∶ ¬Y becoming available before s ∶ P ,
due to repair detection functioning before the full parse has been made. This requires strong
interleaving of repair detection in the parser with the dialogue management module responsible
for the lattice-based judgements for this to become possible.
To explain the second example, we require (Knuth, 2005)’s notion of lattice-theoretic relevance. Relevance measures are derived from the degree of inclusion of questions to the
central issue, which in this case is s ∶ PSq ∨ s ∶ YSq ∨ s ∶ YC ? (≈ “which of the three objects is
it?”). The questions are not directly on L, but rather on its dual Q(L), the question lattice, which
is homomorphic to L as it is the lattice of the down-sets of each RT element in L, each of which
can be characterized as possible answers to the questions. The down-set elements of Q(L)
are ordered by the set-inclusion relation and its join-irreducible elements form a sub-lattice that
is isomorphic to L – see (Knuth (2005), p.13) for details. The relevance of a question Q on
Q(L) to the central issue (which we will abbreviate I) can be defined analogously to conditional
probability as in (1) above, but is denoted d(I ∣ Q). This can be read as the degree to which I
is answered by Q, or in lattice terms, the degree to which I includes Q:
⎧
1 if Q ⊆ I
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
d(I ∣ Q) = ⎨
0 if I ∧ Q = ⊥
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩d otherwise, where 0 ≤ d ≤ 1

(4)

In the spirit of optimal relevance (Sperber and Wilson, 1986), we assume the hearer interprets each word as an answer to the most relevant question under discussion incrementally, an
approach similar to (Ginzburg et al., 2014). The interregnum “no” is interpreted as an answer to
the most relevant question to the central issue answered in the context so far: in this case this
is the elementary question s ∶ PSq? (≈ “is it the purple square?”) with the down-set of possible
answers only including two possibilities {s ∶ PSq, s ∶ PSq → ⊥}. In answering s ∶ PSq? with
s ∶ PSq → ⊥,‘no’ causes s ∶ ¬PSq to be inferred, following the characterization of negative type
judgements from (Cooper et al., 2014), and the probability distribution adjusts accordingly. The
equally most relevant questions to the central issue left unanswered after “no” include s ∶ YSq?
and s ∶ YC ?, both with relevances of 1 as they are included in I.
Next, “yellow” explicitly answers the question s ∶ Y ? but adds no new information in terms
of the probability distribution of possible referents. If the previous judgement that this was a
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Figure 2: Probability distributions for the objects given maximal incremental semantic information

square s ∶ Sq is incorporated however (given there is no evidence in the repair this has changed
to s ∶ ¬Sq), then s ∶ Y ∧ Sq, equivalent to s ∶ YSq, answers a more relevant question s ∶ YSq?,
an elementary question of Q(L), having the simple down-set s ∶ {YSq, YSq → ⊥} as its possible
answers. s ∶ YSq is of course defeasible if ‘circle’ were to be the following word, however at this
point the hearer has assumed optimal relevance in terms of the speaker answering the central
issue on Q(L) as efficiently as possible, so the probabilities in Figure 2 represent the most likely
interpretation (top hypothesis).

4 Conclusion
We have presented a view of reference processing in terms of incremental probabilistic interpretation of an utterance given a scene (assuming full observability of words and referents) which
includes an account of self-repaired referring expressions. The ellipsis resolution account in
the second example is driven by interpreting fragments as answers to the most relevant outstanding question for reference resolution. In generation, the producer incrementally attempts
to answer the jointly most relevant outstanding question for reference resolution and most relevant question for identifying the referent they intend to communicate as efficiently as possible.
This question-based account has the same spirit as Ginzburg et al. (2014), though here we
incorporate probabilistic judgements.
The implementation is ongoing. We have a TTR parser with adequate coverage for simple
domains in the DyLan dialogue system’s interpreter module (Eshghi et al., 2011) in Java. We
have prototypes for RT lattice inference using Python’s features package, which allows easy
implementation of lattices described here, but we are integrating this into DyLan modules in
future work.
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